4500 ELECTRIC TRIM TEMPLATE
ELECTRIC INSTALLATION
FOR 45ET TRIM MODELS
LHR AND RHR HANDING

TRIM MOUNTING HOLES (4X)
DRILL Ø 1/2” HOLE

TRIM TELESCOPING ACTUATING SHAFT HOLE
Ø 5/8” CLEARANCE HOLE

TRIM CL CORRESPONDS TO
EXIT DEVICE CL *

NOTE:
• ELECTRIC TRIM REQUIRES AN ADDITIONAL Ø 1/2”
  HOLE THROUGH DOOR FOR WIRE TRANSFER TO
  EXIT DEVICE SIDE OF DOOR.
• Ø 1/2” HOLE THROUGH DOOR IS HANDED, USE
  PROPER HOLE AS SHOWN.

* SEE PAGE 1 OF THE TRIM INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR ALIGNMENT DETAILS

HOLE LOCATIONS
PRIMARY DIMENSIONS SHOWN IN INCHES,
DIMENSIONS IN [ ] ARE MILLIMETERS.
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